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Q  | What is it? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clobba is a reporting and analytic solution for Unified Communication 
and Collaboration (UC & C) platforms. It delivers business critical 
information through its simple to use interface and supporting reports. 

A  | 

Adoption of a new platform needs to be 
closely and continuously monitored and 
managed. Clobba drives User Adoption of 
UC & C across an organization ensuring ROI 
and highlighting areas for education and 
training.  

Often there can be concerns around the 
quality of voice, video and conference calls. 
Clobba gives comprehensive quality data 
that can be used for trouble shooting 
ensuring the highest levels of service 
delivery.   

Clobba enables you to see employee 
productivity metrics including number of 
answered and abandoned calls, ring-time 
and talk-time ensuring that calls are handled 
to a satisfactory level.    

A single pain of glass view of the multiple 
‘working parts’ of a UC & C platform 
ensures they are being used as efficiently 
as possible. These include SIP trunks, 
devices, gateways and Session Border 
Controllers (SBCs).  

Visibility of call costs and employee activity 
ensures accountability for high cost calls 
and activity that is not work related.   

The simple interface and user defined 
nature of the software ensure that only 
relevant information is presented to meet 
an employees unique requirements.    

Increase User Adoption 

Monitor Call Quality  

Manage Resources   

Control Costs    

Improve Productivity     User Driven      

Installation      
Delivered from the cloud, the installation and configuration of 
Clobba is a simple process which is typically completed in a 
matter of hours. No ‘widgets’ or complex UC&C platform is 
required.   
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The key features 

Clobba has been designed and built to allow users to specify what and how they will view 
information. We understand that the IT Manager is going to have very different requirements 
heads of business and a ‘one-size-fits-all’ reporting and analytic solution is not suitable for the 
modern workplace. The emphasis is on quick, easy access to relevant information and the 
automation of many reporting tasks.    

Quick access to detailed information on 
users, departments, locations, specific 
numbers, conferences, queues and response 
groups.     

The dashboard gives a snapshot view of 
UC&C usage. Users define the layout of the 
dashboards, selecting the required monitors, 
apply filters and can ‘click through’ for easy 
access to other areas of Clobba.      

Search 

Dashboard 

Reports  
Clobba’s report assistant guides users 
through the process of creating a new report 
applying filters to ensure the relevance of 
information delivered. Report styles and 
format can be set, and all reports can be run 
either on an ad-hoc basis, schedules to run 
automatically or saved as a template for 
future use.       

Trend Monitors  

View trends of User Adoption, Call Quality 
and Employee Productivity. Date range can 
be defined and further filters applied 
including Organization Unit, Location and 
Employee.        

The calls page list all call types for a selected 
date range and allows for filtering and sorting 
to ensure quick and easy access to only 
relevant data.      

Conferences page 

All conferences can be viewed here for a 
selected date range including summary and 
participant details.     

Call details  

The call details maps out caller and callee 
information allowing for in depth analysis of 
individual calls.      

Conference details  

The conference details displays both 
summary and detailed information on 
selected conferences.       

Trend maps  

The trend maps show activity over a defined 
date range. There are 3 trend maps showing 
details on Employee, Response Group / 
Queue and Numbers (Inbound or Dialed)        

Security policies  

An unlimited number of user profiles can be 
created to broaden or restrict access to 
features and at an individual or organizational 
level.        

Alarms 

Threshold alerts deliver instant notification 
based on ring time, talk duration, call cost and 
call error category.       

Calls page 
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Search 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the landing page of Clobba, the search feature is at the heart of the solution enabling 
quick, easy access to the required information. Searches can be ran on employees, 
response groups or queues and numbers.       

The 8 most recent searches are saves and displayed here for easy access.        
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Dashboard 
The dashboard gives a snapshot view of system and employee usage and trends, whilst 
not real time it is updated approximately every 60 seconds. It is user defined allowing the 
selection of the number of monitors to be displayed, the monitor type and direct filtering 
can be applied such as specific organizational units or locations.  Once happy with the 
layout it can be saved for future use. Typically, the information displayed will be for the 
current day but it is possible to select any previous date and global filters can be applied 
to all monitors. The dashboards are dynamic in nature with the ability to click through to 
the Calls page (See later section) or other areas with the applied filters being retained. 
Finally, you can select and deselect the elements on the monitors to ensure the relevance 
of the information being displayed. 

 

The monitor types have been categorized into: Volumes, Productivity, Quality and User 
Adoption and are either in chart, table or tile format. 

VOLUME MONITORS 

Call details (Table) 

Displaying detailed information on voice calls: 
Employee, Time, Ring-time, Duration, Direction, 
Number, Destination and Quality (Good or Poor). 
Drill through to employee map, call detail map or the 
number summary page. 

Call statistics (Chart)         
Chart based representation of outbound, inbound 
and internal call volumes in 1 hour intervals. Drill 
through to the call details page. 

Call distribution by location (Map)        
Heat map displaying call outbound and inbound call 
volumes by geographical location. 

 

Outbound dials (Table)        
Summary details of all outbound dials by 
employee. Drill through is available for each 
employee taking you to the call details page 
itemizing individual calls. It is possible to change 
the sorting by any column in the table ‘gamifying’ 
the list. 
 

Top Destinations (Chart)      
Pie chart showing the top 10 destinations by call 
volume. Filters can be applied at organizational 
level and destination or directory group ensuring 
the relevance of information being displayed. 
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PRODUCTIVITY MONITORS 

Answered calls, Avg. duration, Avg. ringtime, Max ringtime, Missed calls (Tiles) 
Tiled monitors displaying single figure details in large fonts. Filters can be applied at organizational level 
including queues. 

 
Employee inbound summary (Table)         
Summary per employee based on inbound call volumes and call handling stats. Drill through on selected 
employees to view individual call details. 

 
Inbound call handling (Chart)       

Graphical representation of call handling (ringtime) for both answered and missed calls. Answered and 
missed are shown in the stacked bar chart and can deselected if required. Drill through to the call details 
page from the selected area of the bar chart. 

 

QUALITY MONITORS 
Mean opinion score (Chart)       
Pie chart displaying call volumes which fall into the industry standard MOS value (1-5). Filters can be applied 
on gateways. 

 

Quality trend (Chart)         
Chart showing average MOS and volumes of Good and Poor-quality calls in 1-hour intervals. Filters can 
be applied on OU, gateway, subnet and call type. Drill through on good and poor-quality calls takes you 
to the call quality page with applied filters being retained. 
 

Subnet quality (Chart)        
A graphical representation of the volumes of good and poor-quality calls per subnet. Filters can be applied 
on subnet or subnet location and the number of subnets displayed. Drill through to the call details page is 
available for each subnet. 
 

Top diagnostic ID failures - SfB only (Chart)       
Pie chart showing the top 10 diagnostic ID failures. Mousing over the segments will display a 
comprehensive description of the failure. 

 

USER ADOPTION MONITORS 

Call type summary (Chart)       

Bar chart displaying the volume of voice, video, app sharing and IMs in 1-hour intervals for a 24-hour 
period. Each element can be selected or deselected to clearly view only relevant data. Click through to the 
call detail page from the required area on the chart. 
 

Client types - SfB (Chart)          

Chart showing the volume of different client types used to access SfB such as desktop client, Apple iPhone 
or iPad or Android phone. Filtering can be applied at organizational level. 

Conference statistics (Chart)    
Audio and video conference volumes are shown in the chart in 1-hour intervals. Either element can be 
selected or deselected to ensure relevance of information displayed. 
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Reports 
The reports lie at the heart of Clobba and are fully automated, typically delivered via email 
in xls. PDF, CSV or word format. 

 

Create new reports       

Creating new reports is simple using the 
report assistant which takes you step by step 
through the filtering process. It is possible to 
apply sorting and grouping of the data 
displayed in the reports. Any filters that are 
applied can be seen in the report summary 
displayed on screen and the reports can be 
run at any point as you work through the 
steps. Advanced mode allows you go to go 
directly to the required filter. 
 

Readymade reports        

Clobba comes with several pre-loaded 
reports including: Inactive users, User 
Adoption, Peak traffic, Sizing, Conference 
details, Conference summary, Employee 
details, Top employees and Top 
destinations. 

My reports 
Once reports have been created by a user 
they are saved in My reports for quick access 
and running on an ad-hoc basis 

Report designer       

The report designer is where the format of 
the report is defined, the fields displayed are 
selected and field conditions can be applied 
for summary reports. 
Scheduled reports      

All reports can be scheduled to run 
automatically and from here it is possible to 
view and edit all previously saved scheduled 
reports. 
Report style 
An organization can apply their own 
branding changing report color schemes, 
the addition of a company logo and 
company details such as address. 
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Trend Analytics  
Trend analytics allows for a high-level view of modality, quality and sources across an 
organization. Filters can be applied at organization and departmental level and the date range 
can be specified. 
 
- Modality shows the volume of Voice, Video, App. sharing, IM and File transfer traffic. It is 
dynamic allowing for selection / deselection of any elements in the chart. 
 
- Quality displays aggregated call quality details categorized into Good and Poor quality. 
 
- Source shows the call volumes over available data source in the case of multiple data sources 
being used. 

 

Calls 
The calls pages display all modes of activity, voice, video, IM and app sharing. Direct filtering 
can be applied to ensure relevance of data being displayed and sorting can be applied by 
selecting the required column. Drill through is available taking you directly to the call detail page 
from the selected call.   
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Conferences  
Summary and detailed information can be viewed for a selected date range of conferences 
within an organization. Expanding a selected conference will display all attendees including 
information on time joined and duration along with the service type used such as voice or IM. 
Clicking on the high-level conference will take you to the Conference detail page for more 
detailed analysis of the selected conference or selecting a particular user will open up the Call 
details page for individual analysis of the user experience. 

Call Details  
The calls details page allows for detailed analysis of selected calls. Both caller and callee 
information are displayed where available with a view of the call details being given. More 
detailed information can be seen on the devices, quality and trace route tabs. 

 

Basic route cause of quality issues can be identified from here and further details such as 
connection type and devices used can be seen.  
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Conference Details  
A summary of selected conference can be seen displaying an overview of the conference along 
with participant details including the service type used, time of joining and duration. Drill through 
directly from the chart takes users to the Call detail page where further analysis on user 
experience can be viewed. 

Employee Details 
More detailed information on a selected employees can be seen where user adoption trends 
can be verified. All activity for the specified date range is displayed and it is possible to sort and 
filter the data to ensure quick access to relevant data. Drill through to both the Call detail and 
Conference detail pages is possible from here.  
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Queues Summary 
Where an organization is using queues or response groups the Queues summary page displays 
performance statistics for the selected queue and date range. A summary of the number of calls 
presented along with the handling success can be seen along with agent details for all allocated 
to the queue. The calls flow is visually represented for the queue and it is possible to drill through 
on selected agents to the calls page showing individuals activity. 

Number Summary 
Analysis of a specific number is presented in the number summary page which includes a map  
indicating the location of the number where this information is available. A date range can be 
selected and drill through on selected calls will take you to the call details page for more detailed 
information typically used for all quality trouble shooting. 
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Security policies and alarms  
The security policies are a key part to the usage of Clobba allowing for restricted access both 
at feature and organizational level. Any number of user policies can be defined which are 
allocated when a user signs in with either a username and password or there is support for AD 
authentication. 

 

Alarms give pro-active notification, typically via email, when a defined call criteria has been met. 
Thresholds can be set on call duration, call cost, ring time or call quality parameters. 
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